
FLOOR SCRUBBER, WALK BEHIND 20”

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

First install scrubber head by removing the center disc on by squeezing silver tabs together.
Place pad on head and press center disc down until it clicks. 
Place scrubber head under front of machine, and give it a quarter turn to the right to lock it on. 
Then place cover on by sliding it in the slots until silver catches snap into place.

Note:  When scrubbing pad wears thin the plastic center retaining disc will contact floor and be damaged. 
Scrubbing pad must be changed periodically to prevent this from occurring. Monitor pad thickness and 
replace pad as needed to prevent this damage. If this damage occurs it is not covered by damage waiver 
and customer will be responsible for replacement of damaged retaining disc.

Install the squeegee next by loosening the star knobs on squeegee. 
Slip onto pickup hose at bottom on back of machine. 
Make sure the rubber gasket is between squeegee and mounting plate.
Turn machine on by turning key to the right. (Machine will not make any noise)
Engage scrubber and solution by lowering silver lever on right until it stops. (Do not force the handle 
down it will put too much force on scrubber tripping circuit breaker) 
Solution flow is controlled by a dial on left of machine. 
Engage squeegee by lowering silver lever on left until it stops. 
Drive machine by pressing black button on either handle. 
To reverse press a black button and the white button on front of left handle simultaneously. 
Control speed by turning dial on right of machine.

TANK LOCATIONS 

Cleaning solution tank is located on front of machine under trap door. 
Solution tank drain hose is located on back of machine on the right. 
Recovery tank is located on top of machine under clear lid.
Recovery tank drain hose is located on back of machine on the left.

CHARGING

Unplug cord located on the back left side of machine. Plug charger in the that was unplugged. (It will only 
go in one of them, so don't worry about plugging into the wrong end)

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem:
Machine won't run.

Cause: 
Key not turned on.

        Charging plug unplugged on left rear of machine.
        Batteries are dead.

Loose or dirty battery connection.
   
Problem:

Brush won't run.
Cause: 

Brush is locked down.
Circuit breaker is tripped. Push in white circuit breaker buttons located at left side on back of 
machine


